Spiritual Intelligence:
Decoding the Language of the Higher Mind

A Two Day Workshop
Facilitated by

Malabika Shaw
December 7 & 8th 2018, 10 AM to 6 PM
Abhibindu, Sultanpur, Mandi Rd.,
New Delhi 110030

The most enlightened aspect of our being is
the beacon of light that guides the soul’s
journey to higher realms. Everything we
experience in life, the soul has planned for.
That which we create out of love brings
unbounded joy, raises vibrations and
expands our consciousness. Difficult
experiences tell us exactly where we have
limited our love and allowed fear to become
the driver. This boundary line is precisely the
point where we must learn to decode the
messages from our Spiritual Intelligence.
The simple underlying principle for this work
is that at all times ‘we have access to the
resources we need to advance our soul’s
purpose’. Everyday experiences continually
give us clues to this roadmap. In these two
days we will explore how to stay attuned to
the greater spiritual wisdom, while staying
firmly rooted in our 3 dimensional ground
reality. What role does free will play? Why
do road blocks appear? What do they tell
us? How do we interpret the signals? Can we
Registration: Workshop fee Rs. 11000.00
till Nov.30, Rs 12500.00 from Dec 1.
Call Harika 91 98102 10178, or Bharti at
91 99994 44484 to reserve a spot.

uncover root causes of chronic patterns and
overcome them? To answer these questions,
we will delve into







Spiritual Intelligence - The Creative
Process of the Universe
Nature of the Soul – It’s Multidimensional Presence
Octaves of Learning – Expansion of
the Soul
Soul Relationships - Manifesting in
the 3-D Reality
Terms of Engagement -- Being
versus Doing
Towards Greater Presence of Self

Inner exploration is one of the main focus
of these two days. The mind activates the
process around ideas and understanding
of Spiritual Intelligence. Individualized
processes will be supported though
meditations, tools of transformation,
discussions and energy transmissions.
Come prepared to meet the greater you.
For Bank account details for payment,
email Malabika@visionwholistic.net. Or
on WhatsApp at +1 515 720 9520.
Limited seats allotted on first come basis.
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